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“
”

“Critical infrastructure assurance is a shared responsibility of 
the public and private sectors. The only sure path to 
protected infrastructures in the years ahead is through a real 
partnership between infrastructure owners and operators 
and the government..”

The Report of the President’s Commission on Critical 
Infrastructure Protection, October 1997

“Because the majority of the critical infrastructure, 
hardware, and software the powers the information age 
resides in the private sector, there is a unique requirement 
to build a public-private partnership to protect the nation.”

Cyberspace Solarium Commission, March 2020



“
”

“While the U.S. government has traditionally provided for the 
collective defense, it now requires enhanced coordination and 
partnership with the private sector.” 

Cyberspace Solarium Commission, March 2020

“In the interconnected, cyber-oriented world of today, the 
responsibility for  infrastructure assurance cannot be divided 
along traditional lines between government and the private 
sector or allocated among levels of government. The need to 
forge a partnership between all players—to achieve joint, 
integrated, and complementary action—is more acute than 
ever.” The Report of the President’s Commission on 

Critical Infrastructure Protection, October 1997
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An Actionable Plan: The Plan will lay out broad strategic goals, and achievable outcome-based objectives. In every section of the plan, 
we’re focused on making it clear how stakeholders contribute to, and are part of, the overall national effort. The concept of the 2022 plan 
is simplified, and focuses on:

o Why a National Plan? 
o How does the national partnership model work? 
o What is our shared security project? 

Reigniting shared projects: The Plan will plainly lay out how all partners—Government and Industry—work together to manage 
infrastructure risk.

o Clear sector “concept of operations”: Evolving the plan to demonstrate how Sectors and across sectors work together—
o A shared framework to work with SRMAs, States, and Industries to maintain a national inventory of systems and assets

that are truly critical, to understand how they are vulnerable, and to activate a joint national risk management project.

Establishing new capabilities: The Plan will integrate and provide an operational use case for the National Critical Functions and 
clarify how the partnership prioritizes risk management activity around critical systems, assets, and—potentially--entities who manage risk 
to them. 

Planning for Change: The Plan will adopt a four-year refresh cycle and is designed for its own obsolescence and update. The plan will 
include a model for how the sector and SRMA structure is modified, and the CISA Director role in coordinating this national ecosystem. 

2022 National Plan Breakdown
CISA has a strong foundation and network of both public and private industry stakeholders, each with a set of skills and leading practices to apply forward. As 
part of CISA’s mission to support effective planning and implementation of critical infrastructure security, CISA looks to leverage previous National Plan efforts 
while seeking stakeholder feedback and addressing all statutory requirements to expedite the release of the 2022 National Plan.
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2022 NATIONAL PLAN SECTION

Executive 
Summary/Introduction 

1

q Mission
q Goals
q Scope and Applicability 
q National Partnership 

Approach

Drafted
Pending internal review

2

National Partnership 
Approach

q The Concept of Operations
q Collaborating to Manage Risk
q Partnership Structure 

q Risk Architecture
q National Critical Functions
q Systemically Important Entities

3

Assessing, Analyzing, and Building Resilience in 
Critical Infrastructure & Information

q Identifying Critical Infrastructure
q Prioritizing Critical Infrastructure 
q Vulnerability Assessment 

Methodologies
q Protected Critical Infrastructure 

Information 

Next 
Steps/Conclusion

4

Discuss the next steps for each 
section of the 2022 National Plan 

and summarize key content to 
ensure alignment with public and 

private entities on the path 
forward.  

2022 National Plan Outline
Below is a draft of the 2022 National Plan outline. The draft captures how the risk landscape has evolved since 2013. In addition, the outline is 
designed to provide internal CISA stakeholders a guide for preparing a draft of the 2022 National Plan. The content is subject to change pending final 
review.

Drafted
Pending internal review

Drafted
Pending internal review

In-Progress
Pending final content from 

previous sections



2022 National Plan Development Timeline 

Task
FY22

March April May June July August

Development and Draft

Review and Adjudication

Closing and Follow Up

Communication and 
Engagement

Risks and Dependencies to Development Timeline:
• Coordination with the SRMAs through the FSLC
• Engagement with industry partners through the Joint Cross Sector Coordinating Council
• Deadline for release is dependent upon review and approval from all relevant stakeholders 

Key:

CISA is coordinating a comprehensive update of the National Infrastructure Protection Plan (National Plan) with stakeholders across the infrastructure 
security environment. 

Conduct iterative reviews with CISA Writing Team

Submit National Plan to SRMA’s /external partners for comment

Facilitate stakeholder outreach and engagement to communicate progress and receive inputs

Current State Completed Task

Upcoming Deadline Recurring Task

8

Complete 2022 National 
Plan draft for CISA review

Submit to Federal Register review and comment

Align National Plan to CISA style guide

Adjudicate final comments 
and prepare for release

Submit Plan for CISA review and approval with the FSLC Submit Plan for CISA review and approval with the FSLC 
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